Biosciences Complex: Room 1101

Additional Photos:

Image Description: Image of doors that enter to room 1101 in Biosciences Complex. There are two sets of double doors that have metal handles at the center of the doors. The entrance can be controlled by an automatic door opener.

Image Description: Top-down view of the instructor’s podium. The podium is equipped with a monitor, a document camera, and microphones. The podium is height adjustable and accessible for instructors.
Image Description: Instructor’s view of the classroom while standing at the front of the room. Seats are arranged in rows and are stationary. There are screens on the ceiling which displays media, mirroring the video wall at the front of the room. There are multiple exits in the room, at the front and the rear of the room.

Image Description: This image depicts the students view when sitting at the rear of the room. There are rows of seating with tablet arms. The room slopes downwards towards the front of the room. There is accessible seating at the front and rear of the room. The instructor’s podium is on the left, with video walls across the front of the room.

For more information about accessibility on campus, please refer to the [Accessibility Hub](#) or the [Facilities Building Directory](#).